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Abstract

In creating an environment that minimises patient harm as well as avoiding the unnecessary loss of lives, there is a need for the inculcation of a safety culture in healthcare institutions. Healthcare organisations need to foster a culture that encourages continuous improvement of patient safety system within their institutions. Patient Safety is an integral part of the practice of medicine as it aims to reduce 'the risk of unnecessary harm associated with healthcare to an acceptable minimum' (WHO, World Alliance for Patient Safety 2009). Risk management, on the other hand, develops processes that minimise risks of harm within the organisation by identifying and analysing 'potential hazards to prevent accidents, injuries, and other adverse occurrences through a minimum cost or minimize financial liability' (MeSH 2009). Patient safety has the ability to support risk management efforts through new ways of understanding how things go wrong and applying new models to the problems. In supporting this, law plays a crucial role by giving health care providers incentives for delivering optimal care by preventing the risk of damage and safeguarding the legal protection of patients as well as strengthening professional discipline. Designing a model that integrates patient safety and risk management objectives requires the support of legal solutions, responsible and vigilant healthcare organisations to ensure systemic improvements in the safety and quality of the healthcare system.
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Introduction

Adverse events or “injuries due to medical care” may be the result of practice, products, procedures and systems and may emerged at all the stages in the process of care-giving (WHO, 2008). The occurrence of medical error induces adverse events, which may be caused by a combination of human
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factors and system factors (Reason, 2000). However, majority of medical errors are considered preventable, particularly, those involving human errors (WHO, 2014). For instance, in majority of birth-related cases, injuries suffered by the victims may be preventable when they are due to improper handling of the birth delivery or inappropriate risk management by those involved in the birthing process. The occurrence of these kind of cases tend to trigger claims in the court of law as the injuries suffered tend to be severe, permanent and emotionally overwhelming. It is understandable for the affected families to initiate court litigation in order to alleviate the financial burden as such injuries cause life-long disabilities which require high costs of medical and nursing care. For instance, in the case of Lim Zi Hong v Pengarah Hospital Selayang & Ors (2013), the Government of Malaysia had to pay RM3,392,170 in specific damages and RM250,000 in general damages for cerebral palsy secondary to perinatal asphyxia epilepsy and left hemiplegia, which was the result of a preventable human error ([2013] 10 CLJ 412). Therefore, there is a crucial need for a safety culture in healthcare organisations, particularly, hospitals, in ensuring that adverse events are reported, discussed and prevented as medical errors could lead to severe physical injuries and death.

1. Patient Safety versus Risk Management

Patient Safety is an integral part of the practice of medicine. It is the “avoidance, prevention and amelioration of adverse outcomes or injuries stemming from the processes of healthcare” (Cooper, J.B et.al., 2000). It further encompasses efficiency, security of care, reactivity of caregivers and satisfaction of patients and relatives (Kohn, L.T. et.al., 2000). Major reports and studies from countries around the world continue to reveal that there are real opportunities to make healthcare safer by learning about the problems within the system and using this information to generate improvement in the delivery of care. The World Health Organisation (WHO) World Alliance for Patient Safety’s Summary of Evidence on Patient Safety: Implications for Research Report (2008) surmised that patient safety is a pre-requisite for quality health care and unsafe medical care is a major source of morbidity and mortality around the world. Thus, a system of care delivery that emphasises on patient safety is one which (i) prevents errors; (ii) learns from the errors that do occur; and (iii) is built on a culture of safety that involves health care professionals, organizations, and patients (Aspden & Corrigan, J., 2004). Risk management, on the other hand, is a systemic process of identification, analysis and evaluation of actual and potential risks to estimate the costs and efforts that they request from the organisations. The main objective of risk management is to provide a safe and effective environment for patients by averting and decreasing the loss within the organisation (Dearmon, V., 2013). This is achieved by conducting activities that identifies, analyse and evaluate potential hazards in the organisation through the mapping and the analysis of the root cause. Many healthcare organisations engage the services of risk managers to execute risk management activities. The role of a risk manager focuses on (i) assessing the organisation potential risk, the ability to fund and finance the risk; (ii) claim management and the defense of malpractice claims; (iii) loss control (Napier, J. & Youngberg, B.J., 2011). Therefore, patient safety is the outcome, while risk management focuses on the prevention. Thus, patient safety has the ability to support risk management efforts through new ways of understanding how things go wrong and applying new models to the problems. Designing a model that integrates patient safety and risk management objectives requires the support of legal solutions, responsible and vigilant healthcare organisations.
2. The Role of Law

Law, being an instrument of social regulation, regulates behaviour within the society and protects the rights of its members. Law plays a crucial role in upholding patient safety goals and supporting risk management activities by offering (i) incentives to healthcare providers in delivering optimal care that prevents risk of damage; (ii) safeguarding the legal protection of patients; (iii) strengthening professional discipline.

Legislative Intervention in support of Patient Safety Initiatives

In several countries, legislative measures have been introduced to ensure healthcare providers respect and implement patient safety initiatives (Garel, P. (C.E.), 2013), particularly, in promoting open disclosure of medical errors and incident reporting. For instance, the introduction of the Patient Safety and Quality Improvement Act of 2005 (PSQIA) in the United States aims to provide a broader and uniform system for medical error prevention and reporting nationwide (Garvey, M.M, 2011). PSQIA establishes a voluntary reporting system designed to enhance the data available to assess and resolve patient safety and health care quality issues (Office for Civil Rights, HSS, n.d.). To further encourage the reporting and analysis of medical errors, PSQIA provides blanket confidentiality and privilege protections for such information if the information was developed for reporting to Patient Safety Organisations (PSOs), organisations that work with healthcare providers to identify, analyse and reduce the risks and hazards associated with patient care (Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, 2008). PSQIA also authorizes the US Department of Health & Human Services (HHS) to impose civil money penalties for violations of patient safety confidentiality (Office for Civil Rights, HSS, n.d.). Similarly, patient safety initiatives in Japan had led to the amendment of the Japan Medical Care Act in 2014, which established the Medical Accident Investigation System, which came into operation in October 1, 2015. This system makes it mandatory to report adverse events to a medical accident investigation support center and to perform medical accident investigation to identify the cause of the accident. An internal investigation of a medical accident is performed, and the investigation outcome report is then collected by a private third party institution (Medical Accident Investigation Support Center) to analyze it with the aim of preventing recurrence and improving the safety and quality of healthcare (Japanese Nursing Association, 2014). Thus, under this iryōjiko ejose seido (medical accidents investigation system), all the nation’s 180,000 hospitals and clinics are mandated to investigate “unexpected” cases of patient death themselves, regardless of their legal liability and report the results to the next of kin and third party organization (Otake, 2015). Once a hospital concludes an unexpected death has occurred, it will probe the case and the investigative teams must include outside experts to ensure impartiality. They must explain the results of their investigations to relatives of the deceased and submit a report on each case to the Japan Medical Safety Research Organisation and the organization will analyse the information and propose steps to avoid repeated fatal mistakes. This step is considered very beneficial in making hospitals more transparent and accountable in the light of the rising reported cases as according to the Japan Council for Quality of Health Care, 3194 adverse events including those that resulted in death or injury of patients were reported by 993 institutions in 2014.
Enacting ‘Apology Laws’ and ‘Disclosure Guidelines’ to encourage Open Disclosure of Adverse Events

In most jurisdictions, the traditional legal answer to the issue of patient safety has been brought by the tort system, i.e. the regime of professional liability (Faure, 2004). The legal rules on professional liability are supposed to fulfil two different functions (i) to fairly compensate the victim of negligent care; and (ii) to play a preventative role by giving health care providers incentives to improve care in order to prevent damage (Guillod, 2013). Undoubtedly, the inherent weaknesses in the tort regime still deny compensation even when the healthcare provider has actually erred. This is due to the problem in proving medical negligence through its substantive laws (Quick, 2012). Further, tort liability is based on personal fault. This unfortunately, encourages a culture of secrecy instead of a culture of openness. When things go wrong, it makes it more difficult to know which errors have been made and, therefore, how to prevent them in the future (Gilmour, 2006). Healthcare providers do not disclose errors because they fear of being held liable. Studies consistently show that healthcare providers are reticent about discussing errors as they believe they have no appropriate assurance of legal protection (Mariner, 2001). They also fear that an apology will be taken as an admission of guilt or liability. But in many circumstances, most injured patients mainly seek an explanation and hope for an apology rather than opting for court litigation and striving for financial compensation (McClennan, 2013). Keeping silent when something went wrong is a flawed strategy since many legal claims are due to deficits in the doctor-patient communication (Guillod, 2013). Thus, in order to encourage open disclosure more specifically by doctors, a number of countries have enacted disclosure laws mandating disclosure of medical errors under specific circumstances (McLennan, 2013). For instance, Canada, Australia and the United States have enacted so-called ‘apology laws’, i.e. laws providing that an apology given after an adverse event cannot be used in ulterior legal proceedings (Emslie et al., 2002). Generally, ‘apology laws’ mandates the disclosure of medical errors under specific circumstances, while at the same time offering legal protection to those making the apologies. The main issues embedded in these legislations include (a) apologising does not constitute an admission of fault or civil liability; (b) an apology is inadmissible in any judicial proceeding as evidence of fault or liability; and (c) the insurance coverage for the person or entity offering an apology is unaffected by an apology. For instance, in Australia, under the New South Wales Civil Liability Act 2002, section 69(1)(a) declares that apology is not an admission of fault or liability. Further, in determining fault or liability on the part of the defendant, section 69(1)(b) exclude apology from being taken into account as a relevant fact in determining fault and is inadmissible as evidence of fault and therefore, cannot be used in court against the person who gave it (section 69(2)). Thus, if ‘apology laws’ are enacted along with other norms on patient safety, they may indeed be helpful in making medical customs evolve. Eventually, by promoting better communication and open disclosure through legislations, doctors and patients will be given opportunities to find solutions outside the courtroom (Clinton & Obama, 2006).

Further, in the United States of America, new patient safety standards, including a guideline requiring disclosure of unanticipated outcome by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) were introduced to encourage disclosure. This 2004 guideline requires patients and their families to be informed about outcome of care, treatment and services including unanticipated outcome. The aim of this guideline is to create a mechanism to ensure that patients are knowledgeable and equipped to participate in current and future decision (Taft, 2005). In Australia, the development of the National Open Disclosure Standard for Public and Private Hospitals developed
by the Australian Council for Safety and Quality in Health Care, which include that the giving of an ‘expression of regret’ as part of an important element in an effective disclosure was made as the reference in enacting Australian apology legislation (Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care, 2008). This is due to the fact that, although apology is included as a part of disclosure promoted in the National Open Disclosure Standard, medical practitioners are still slow in embracing this policy due to “uncertainty about doctor’s legal and professional obligations in relation to open disclosure and concern about medico-legal risk” (Finlay et al., 2013, at 445). By protecting apologies made by medical practitioners after an adverse event, more opportunities will be created for an effective disclosure and it can be made as a platform for a medical practitioner to become more responsible and accountable for their professional misconducts. Accountability will be promoted as medical practitioners will be encouraged to be more responsible for their conduct rather than such responsibility being imposed by the law when they need to pay for the compensation as ordered by the court (Cohen, 2002).

Creating Non-Delegable Duties of Healthcare Organisations to ensure Accountability

In early histories, healthcare organisations, particularly, hospitals, were considered as charitable institutions and were afforded absolute immunity from any legal liability. Hospital authorities could not be vicariously liable for the negligence of members of their medical staff, whether professionally qualified or not, as being a charitable institution, the element of control over the method of working was lacking. However, in the present times, the development of the ‘doctrine of corporate law’ creates duties for hospitals to be legally responsible for the safety and security of patients, employees and visitors (Dearmon, V., 2013). The provision of a wide range of medical services is considered an integral and essential part of the operation of any hospitals, which provide medical treatment to the patients. Although the negligent act may be committed by a particular individual but the act is considered to be a part of the overall medical care provided by the hospitals. It is the medical care that is sought by the patient and it is proper medical care that should be provided. Thus, it would only be in the interests of justice that the primary responsibility for the provision of medical care lies with the hospital authorities and they should not be allowed to delegate that responsibility to others as to relieve itself of such liability. As stated by Denning in Cassidy v Ministry of Health [1954] 2 QB 66, 82, “…the hospital authorities are responsible for the whole of their staff, not only for the nurses and doctors, but also for the anaesthetists and the surgeons. It does not matter whether they are permanent or temporary, resident or visiting, whole time or part time. The hospital authorities are responsible for all of them.”

The doctrine of vicarious liability imposes liability on employers for the torts committed by his employees who are acting in the course of employment. However, the doctrine does not impose liability on employers for torts committed by independent contractors, whom are considered as “independent”, in the manner on how they execute their duties. Consequently, to insulate themselves from liability, healthcare organisations are constantly finding ways and methods to classify their staff as independent contractors and thus, abdicate legal responsibilities to them. This practice has been argued to be against the notion of fairness and justice. The reason being that as the employee advances the economic interests of their employers, healthcare organisations should be made to bear the corresponding losses and as an organization, they can easily distribute the losses they had suffered. The creation of non-delegable duties arose as the courts tried to create exceptions under the doctrine of vicarious liability. In some circumstances, a hospital will still be found liable for the
negligence of a nurse, doctor or other health care professional even though that nurse, doctor or other health care professional is not an “employee” of the hospital (Fox., P. 2007). This arises in circumstances where the hospital owes the patient a non-delegable duty of care. The exception on non-delegable duty owes its origins in the common law case of Dalton v Henry Angus & Co (1881) 6 App Cas 443, in which Lord Blackburn in the House of Lords stated that “a person causing something to be done, the doing of which casts him a duty, cannot escape from the responsibility attaching on him of seeing that duty performed by delegating it to a contractor.” Since then, the interpretation of non-delegable duties has evolved through judicial cases and provisions under various statutes. In the context of provision of care by a hospital, a non-delegable duty of care is a legal duty of a hospital owed directly to the patient which cannot be divested by delegation. This was reiterated by Lord Denning in Cassidy v Ministry of Health [1951] 2 KB 343, 363, in which his Lordship stated that “where a person is himself under a duty to use care, he cannot rid of his responsibility by delegating the performance of it to someone else, no matter whether the delegation be to a servant under a contract of service or to an independent contractor under a contract for services.” Further, in Wilsher v Essex Health Authority [1986] 3 WLR 801, 833, Browne-Wilkinson VC commented that “…a health authority which so conducts its hospital that it fails to provide doctors of sufficient skill and experience to give the treatment offered at the hospital, may be directly liable in negligence to the patient.” The Australian case of Kondis v State Transport Authority [1984] 58 ALJR 531 has also held that a hospital authority is under a duty to take reasonable care of its patients. Such a duty cannot be delegated to its staff or to independent contractors, even if such persons are chosen with reasonable care. The hospital authority will therefore be directly liable for negligence on the part of its staff, as a breach of its non-delegable duty has occurred. (Bettle, J. 1987). Thus, the hospital may be liable for the breach of duty by any health care professional, whether or not they are an employee. It is a duty which, because of the particular nature of the relationship between the hospital and the patient, cannot be delegated to the health care professional who is at all times with the hospital (Fox, P. 2007).

Further, according to Buchanan, V.M. et al (2003), “the fact that a contract classifies a healthcare provider as an independent contractor is not dispositive, particularly where the contract contains conflicting facts or different inferences can be drawn from the contractual terms about the relationship between the parties.” For instance, a non-delegable duty of care was held to exist in the case of Albrighton v Royal Prince Alfred Hospital [1980] 2 NSWLR 542, in which the hospital was found liable for the negligence of its honorary medical officers as the hospital had undertaken to provide reasonable care for all the needs of the patient, who had approached the hospital directly for treatment, and whom it had admitted. The court held that “...whatever legal duties were imposed upon those who treated, diagnosed or cared for her needs from time to time, there was an overriding and continuing duty upon the hospital as an organization”. This means that a hospital owes a non-delegable duty to ensure that the treatment which it undertakes to provide to a patient is performed with reasonable care. (Fox, P. 2007). Many lessons can be learned from the rationale of the judgment in the US case of Simmons v Tuomey Regional Medical Center which held that hospitals have a non-delegable duty to render competent services to patients even if the hospital appoints independent contracted physicians as the hospital’s duty has “evolved into an absolute duty that is incapable of being delegated.” Thus, although the hospital may freely transfer its duties to an independently contracted medical staff, liabilities accompanying some of the duties cannot be delegated. Further, whether hospital’s responsibility is non-delegable depends on whether it is “so important to the community that the employer should not be permitted to transfer it to another.” The court concluded several factors to support this absolute non-delegable duty. Amongst them are, firstly, public reliance
on hospital imposes a non-delegable duty on the part of hospitals to those who utilize its services. Secondly, the public recognize a hospital as a single entity providing multifaceted medical services and thus, doctors working in the hospital are the instrumentalities; regardless of the nature of the contractual relationship that may exist between them. It can be seen that from their case, the main justification for imposing a non-delegable duty on hospitals is not through the ordinary workings of tort law but mainly based on public policy considerations. Patients’ expectations and safety were paramount considerations in deciding the case. Under the common law, the circumstances in which a non-delegable duty will be imposed are relatively fixed, without any guiding principles which determine precisely how and when such a duty arises. (Jones, M.A. 2008). In many common law jurisdictions, in addition to the common law, non-delegable duties are often created through statutes. In the United Kingdom, for instance, the Occupiers’ Liability Act 1957 stated in section 2(4)(b) that in certain circumstances an occupier may be liable for dangers due to the faulty execution of any work of construction, maintenance, or repair, even when this has been done by an independent contractor (Dias R.W.M. & Markesinis, B.S. 1989). There are also numerous Commonwealth, State, and Territory statutes in Australia which govern the contractual relationships of employees-employers and independent contractors-hirers. Each Australian jurisdiction has a raft of statutes covering labour relations e.g. industrial relations, occupational health and safety, workers compensation, privacy, workplace surveillance, public sector employment, and administrative review of government action legislation (Wilson, J. 2011). For instance, the Independent Contractors Act 2006 (Cth) excludes any law conferring or imposing rights, entitlements, obligations or liabilities that would be considered “workplace relations matters” in an employment relationship. (Independent Contractors Act 2006 (Cth) section 7(1)(b).

3. The Role of Health Organisations

The increasing awareness of patients’ rights and rising public’s expectations has prompted healthcare organisations to improve quality and patient safety. Undeniably, the present trend amongst healthcare organisations, particularly hospitals, is focusing more and more on patient safety improvement activities (Meersman, P, 2011). As emphasised by Miller and Bovbjerg (2002) that there are two determinants of success in improving patient safety, that is a demand for safety from external factors (legal, market, and professional) and appropriate organisational responses that depend on internal factors such as leadership and governance, professional culture, information-system assets, and financial and intellectual capital (Garel, P. (C.E), 2013). Thus, the promotion of the safety of care requires a management commitment and leadership, collaboration and cooperation of all the professionals within the organisation (Patient Safety and Risk Management Guidelines, 2008). The organisation needs to ensure compliance with current regulatory standards as well as policies and supports the transparency and reporting of adverse events and accidents in an open environment without fear of sanction or blame. For instance, Recommendation 7 of the Council of Europe Member states asserts that although error is inherent in all fields of human activity, it is however possible to learn from mistakes and to prevent their re-occurrence. Healthcare organisations have the capacity to acknowledge errors, adverse events and ‘near misses’ and learn from them. According to the Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care, healthcare organisations should create an environment in which the members are encouraged and able to recognise and report adverse
events; prepare through training and education to participate in open disclosure processes (Runciman, 2002). The Recommendation also spells out the main features of such a system, which should be, inter alia, non-punitive in purpose, voluntary, anonymous (Council of Europe, 2006). This will encourage healthcare workers to actively report through the establishment of a reporting environment which is open, fair and non-punitive. At the same time, it states that the appropriate response to a problem must not exclude individual responsibility, but should focus on improving organizational performance rather than on individual blame (Council of Europe, 2006).

Healthcare organisations should therefore, be active in (i) participating in the review of clinical policies and procedures; (ii) supporting a non-punitive reporting environment; (iii) rewarding staff for reporting unsafe practices; (iv) prompt reporting of potential liability; (v) identifying potential areas of risk/liability; (vi) ensuring all staff are being educated on risk management and compliance issues (Patient Safety and Risk Management Guidelines, 2008). The promotion of the safety of care requires a management commitment and leadership, a collaboration and cooperation of all the professionals who are well trained not only on risk management but also on the hospital and medical practice change. Healthcare organisations in various countries in Europe have recognised the importance of creating awareness on patient safety and risk management in their organisations. Various organisational measures have been taken, particularly at hospital level, to ensure the identified patient safety initiatives are implemented. For example, the Danish Safety Hospital Programme 2010-2013 encourages hospitals to achieve identified goals which include (i) reducing mortality and harms by a certain percentage; (ii) commitment by leadership and staff; (iii) creating a good working environment; and (iv) learning from data. Danish hospitals had also introduced, among the risk management tools, a reporting and learning system for adverse events in order to analyse all information related to these events and to reduce the risks that they could happen again. The data collected are not used to apply penalties measures to the employees but transformed into measures implemented at hospital level in order to guarantee a proper patient involvement and transparency in the complaining system including, the introduction of a digital process that allows the citizens to access their electronic health records (Garel, P. (C.E), 2013).

4. Conclusion

Undeniably, the implementation of risk management and full-disclosure programs has resulted in the decrease in litigated claims as well as improve patient safety standards. This is because a well aligned risk management program can be able to provide the suitable infrastructure by applying continuous monitoring, internal and external audits of varying degrees and reassessments of its tolerance limits for risk events (Cupryk, M, 2011). It can be seen from a research conducted by the Michigan Health Services reported that since the introduction of their disclosure programs, ‘per case payments’ had decreased by 47% and the settlement time had reduced from 20 months to 6 months (Boothman, Blackwell, Campbell Jr., Commiskey, & Anderson, 2009). Although the research was only conducted at hospital level, it can be seen that disclosure and transparency do not only have ethical benefits but also financial & economic benefits as well (Boothman et al., 2009). In the state of Kentucky, after seventeen years of introducing a policy of full disclosure of adverse events, only three cases have gone to trial, with an average settlement of $16,000 (Joerling, 2009). Thus, it can be seen that globally, the healthcare industries are moving towards embracing a culture of patient safety and
transparency in response to adverse events. Disclosure policies and procedures are the first step toward identification and prevention of system failures. Healthcare organisations as well as legislators should strive to accomplish widespread change in the constantly developing healthcare setting.
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